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Here you go (by Elijah Amant, Ian Sadot White Drull): 

 

 

 
Q1: What is the last Album you bought/downloaded? 

 
Elijah: "The last album I bought was actually Eprom's Metahuman. I love the 

use of percussion as a form of lead synth and the strong 

programming/manipulation he uses in his work. I am very particular with 

what drums and how we use them in our songs. So I really enjoy artists like 

Eprom and Ratatat." 

 
Sadot: "Last album I bought was "Vancouver Sleep Clinic - Winter" It's 

really laid back and has a dark ambient sound. The haunting vocals center 

me. I tend to gravitate towards ambient type melodies and I think that 

shows in my writing." 

 
Q2: What would be your favorite Band LineUp (Artists involved) and why? 

 
Sadot: Frank Ocean, Lupe Fiasco, Yiruma & Asian Kung-fu Generation. 

Lyricism is important to me and both Lupe and Frank prioritize strong song 

writing. Piano is my favorite instrument and Yiruma really utilizes 

textures without using other instruments. Asian Kung-fu generation would 

bring some heavy guitar riffs while blending mellow ballads. I think with a 

live show it's crucial to bring the audience on a journey which is 

something we strive to do as well. 

 
Elijah: I would love to see a show with Royksopp on the synths, Waylon 

Jennings on the vocals and the drummer from Rush. That would be crazy. And 

the show would be opened by Rory Scovel telling jokes. 

 
Q3: What´s the instrument you would love to be able to play (Studio/live)? 

 
Elijah: I really would like to have access to a harp for our recording 

sessions. We are actually in the process of sorting that out now for our 

EP. I really enjoy writing with a combination of acoustic and classical 

instruments combined with synthesizers and programmed drums. Gives a very 

well balanced vibe to the songs. 

 
Sadot: Violin, fuckin absolutely. I would love to layer violins in our 

work, and have it shine through on portions of the songs with less 

instrumentation. I think violin can really stand on its own. 

 
Q4: What is your favorite Song Line (catchiest hook line) you heard so far? 

 
Sadot: The Who - "Love Reign O'er Me", it's so fucking passionate. Love 

that guitar. 

 
Elijah: Da Backwudz - "Your Gonna Love Me" that chorus is so ill. But how 

it spills into the verses behind their vocals. Love early 2000's rap. 

 
Q5: Do you feel music streaming is a blessing or a curse? 

 
Elijah: Blessing. I think that although it really hurts music sales as a 

whole, it helps give artists who wouldn't have had a chance, their 

opportunity to build. It also gives fans and listeners an opportunity to 

find all of their favorite artists work easily and discover new artists 

that they wouldn't have other wise. 

 



 

Sadot: Both, I think that we need to find a better way for artists to earn 

revenue from people listening but it gives fans access to music they would 

have never heard before instantly. 

 
Q6: What artist is the most inspiring these days? 

 
Elijah: We both are inspired by composers more so than bands these days. 

Hans Zimmer really knocks it out the park with everything that he does. We 

just scored our first Documentary recently and plan to really develop 

ourselves in that field moving forward. 

 
Q7: Can you imagine giving away an album for free? 

 
Sadot: " *chuckles*... I think every artist can." 

 
Q8: What was the most intense experience during recording sessions? 

 
Elijah: When we were recording one of the new instrumentals for our 

upcoming EP, we wrote a chorus line that as soon as it went into the song, 

we both had a million ideas of what to do next with it. The energy was 

crazy, and we came up with a style blending ambient guitar and synths that 

we hadn't used prior. It set the precedent for what we wanted the whole EP 

to sound like. It had us revisiting previous material and changing it. 

Since we are working with a lot of artists on this project, it always feels 

great to get something back from one of them and hear their perspective of 

the material. We are doing a song with Wheatus and when Brendan sent us 

back the song, we couldn't believe the route he had taken with it. We love 

to work with other artists because of how much we learn from the 

experience. 

 
Sadot: " The first session we had as Drull for a song that we never ended 

up releasing, it was a very dark score. It wasn't the score itself that 

struck me, I just had a vision of what we could accomplish as a duo. It was 

a powerful moment because I realized the depths of what we could write and 

not be bound by genres." 

 
 

Q9: What was the longest leg of a tour so far without being at home? 

 
Elijah: "Although we have played shows under other artist names and 

different projects, we haven't gone on tour yet as Drull. We are planning a 

tour next year with the launch of our debut and EP. Since we only 

technically have four songs out, it would be difficult to play a show. But 

we are preparing a very different and fun live show that we can't wait to 

perform." 

Closing remarks: Be sure to check out our music collective: Thrift Soul 

www.thriftsoulmusic.com all of the artists and Drull are working on our 

debut Eps. 

 
- Elijah 

 
 

Elijah Amant 

Company: Thrift Soul 

 
Q10: Is Madonna too old for bodysuits? (ok, you can leave this one out :-) 

-/- 


